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Weather: Look

out for some scattered showers and cooler weather
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Senate passes bill to start
crackdown on campus clubs
by Krys Fluker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"If we're allocating money to
them, we need to know how
they are spending it."

Clubs and organizations that don't provide
an updated copy of their constitution or
guidelines to Student Government will lose
SG funding, the Student Senate decided
'I'hursday.
• Steve Phillips, pro tem Student
After a brief debate, the Senate passed Bill
19-09, which states all organizations that
Senate
receive monies from the activity and service
fee budget must provide an updated set of
constitution. "This will also help, strictly for
guidelines to Student Government.
purposes," said Sen. Keith
information
The bill has not been signed by Student
White.
Body President Ira Smith.
Sen. Pat Kelly concurred. "The files are a
Pro Tern Steve Phillips and Sen. Tony
Wendrzyk introduced the bill, which passed joke," he said. "There's no way to get in
by acclamation. There had been some concern touch with members."
over clubs' use of Activity and Service fee
The Senate also passed Bill 19-11, which
fund:;.
clarifies what constitutes a two-thirds vote.
"If we're allocating money to them we need The Senate confirmed Scott Walker in the
to know how they're spending it," Phillips position of Executive Adivisor. Walker, who
said. He added some organizations have was Judicial Advisor, takes over the office
never updated their files.
Ross Brown vacated two weeks ago.
Smith appointed Norm Mealy, a member of
Sen. Gail Kendall agreed. "If they're not
spending money on the things they asked for, the judicial council, to Walker's old position.
Carla Shulz, currently a judicial council
the whole thing is silly."
The clubs will be required to provide a alternate, will fill Mealy·s seat on the council
current list of officers as well as a if he is confirmed by the Senate.

Fun in the streets
Bikers gather under an overpass at Light Up Orlando to
show off their unique abilities.

Radio advertisers
find loophole in law·

'

·college ads OK as 'informercials'
by Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Rockin' Orlando

Donna Calloway /CenlrOI flOndo fllu'e

'/'he Orla11do Sentinel featured the rock band "Trivia" as its contribution to Light Up Orlando.
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.

·UCF PD cashes in on parking situation
by Jennifer Roberts
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's police department collected
S114.000 in parking and traffic fines last
year, according to police records.
The figure represents tickets written
between June 30. 1985, and July 30, 1986.
According to Ina Smith, parking and
traffic manager, an average 15,000 tickets a
year are written out by the student parking
controllers.
Police Chief Ron Seacrist explained, "It's

not that we are out to get students who don't
park their cars right, we just need to keep
control out in the parking lots."
Part of the money collected covers the
salaries of the student parking controllers,
the purchasing of the ticket booklets and the
upkeep of the campus roads and parking lots.
"The cost of building one parking space is
about $1,000 and the money must come from
somewhere," Seacrist said.
Manv tickets are written because students
simply. don't park in their designated lots.
SEE TICKETS, PAGE 7

Advertisers, long barred
from buying ads on noncommercial college radio
stations, now have a way to
get around the law, a
company boasts.
In fact, Campus Voice
magazine promotes its new
audio syndication to campus
stations as a way for
advertisers "to, in effect,
circumvent the law."
The campus stations,
however, get no revenues
from the service .
"The idea behind the
Campus Voice Encounter is
that
the
five-minute
programs open and close with
billboards (commercials) on
the shows," said Jim
Omastiak, vice president and
publisher of Campus Voice.
"We
call
them
'informercials. '''
Some 271 campus stations
now get the four-week-old
show, which, Omastiak says,
features news of everything
from "the exotic and crazy to
pranksters to politicians and

authors."
The
federal
communications Commission,
which regulates the nation's
radio and TV stations,
doesn't
allow
"noncommercial" stations to take
ads, explains FCC lawyer
Barbara Kriesman.
But "informationals," she
conceeds are not considered
ads.
"Say for example, General
Motors sponsored a program.
They could say 'GM builds
cars,' and they could even
identify the cars, but there
could be no call to action,"
she says.
"They cannot say 'go to
GM and buy a car.'"
The FCC has been relaxing
its rules for what constitutes
a commercial on noncommercial stations for
several years.
Omastiak says General
Foods, International Coffees,
Snickers candy and SmitbCorona, among others, have
bought"infomercials" from
campus voice.
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Prints and
Slides from the same roll

~

•
•

•

Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's professional color monon picture (MP) film adapted for still
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro-fine grain and rich color saturation, its
quality meets the exacting standards of Hollywood filmmakers. And with wide exposure latitude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you 're shooting in tungsten lighting. we'll color correct forthis at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll process your film, send you mounted slides, neganves and a
new roll offilm-all for the incredibly low price of$4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service ... plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send chis to you. But we're
confident that once you've tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!
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"there has long been the dream ofone film that could produce everything. ...
Such a.film is here now in thefonn o/5247 . .. "-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

-----------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2181
•19"'1 ><>nk F1lmWortu

D Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film-Kodak
5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed is$2.00.
I'd like co be able to get color prints or
slides (or both) from the same roll and
experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality film.

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CITY

STATE

ZIP _ _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA98124

l:od.1l 5247 is a r~1c~ rnJcmark oi rhe Eastman Kodalt Compan~·.
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ATTENTION SENIORS!!!

•

SEE ME "ON THE GREEN," STUDENT
CENTER, WED., NOV. 12th FROM 10:00 AM 6:00 PM AND ASK ME ABOUT OUR GMAC
COLLEGE GRAND PLAN!!
"FREE DRAWING" AT 5:00 PM ($100 Cash)

•

The Woman's Alliance Of Consumer Services ... not just a discount club... but a banding
together of the buying power of women everywhere! And now, Courtesy Pontiac is a W.A.C.S
Participating Automotive Dealer. The W.A.C.S. Representative at Courtesy Pontiac will arrange for you to receive a special W.A.C.S. low price on any new car in their huge inventory...
and you '11 be treated with dignity and respect also. Of course, that's always been Courtesy
Pontiac's policy... we wouldn't have it any other way!
Call us for complete information on W.A.C.S.... there's no obligation and you needn't even
leave your name... but you could save thousands of dollars on your next car!
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SALES AND SERVICE

7 AM· 11 PM
THEA ASHWORTH BROWN
W.A.C.S. Representative

650 N. HIGHWAY 17-92 •LONGWOOD, FL 32750
LONGWOOD (305) 767·2070
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Firebird
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Uf l!O

SPONSORED BY
UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
NURSING
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
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College professors' testimony helps
Christian fundamentalists battling books

•

by Rose Jackson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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UCF Photo

Musical kids

Dean William Johnson of the College of Education stops at
the Creative School for Children to show off some musical instruments that will be featured in this year's Music Workshop
for Children.

...

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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SEE TEXTBOOKS, PAGE 9

Colleges begin new trend of midyear tuition hikes
by Susan Skorupa

•

Christian fundamentalists seeking to
change high school textbooks in a muchpublicized trial were helped from an unusual
source: college professors.
The testimony of professors from widely
diverse campuses suggests the critique that
American public schools teach "secular
humanism·· is gaining academic
respectibility, some say.
"Yes. it is spreading,·· said Cornell
Professor Richard Baer. who testified two
weeks ago in the case in which a parentteacher group wants to junk 47 high school
texts that, they say. dismiss "JudeoChristian views" of history in favor of a
"secular humanist" view.
And while the number of scholars who
agree there's even such a thing as "secular
humanism" still may be small, the professors
who testified in Mobile, Ala., generally had
impressive credentials.
Baer, Timothy Smith of Johns Hopkins,
James Hunter of Virginia, Kenneth Strike of
Cornell, James Hitchcock of St. Louis
University and William Coulson of U.S.
International University all testified they
believed textbooks incorporated a secular
humanist perspective of history to some
extent.
The U.S. Department of· Education,

moreover, has given a grant to New York
University Professor Paul Vitz -- who
testified in a similar case in Tennessee in
which a judge last week agreed to let parents
refuse to have their kids read texts that don't
agree with their religious beliefs -- to examine
if high school texts talk about "the role of
religion" in U.S. history.
And Education Secretary William Bennett
recently called the treatment of religion in
most schools "a self-inflicted wound.'
At Mobile. U.S. International's Coulson
complained that "humanistic'' home
economics books he reviewed teach that
parents should not "direct" their children in
learning right from wrong, and that they
should let kids "make their own decisions.''
"Secular humanism says the time for
tradition has passed," Coulson explained
after his testimony.
"There's no such animal as a secular
humanist," said Metropolitan State College
Professor Charles Dobbs.
Texas teacher Verdene Ryder, who
authored one of the texts under fire, testified
she'd never heard of the term "secular
humanism" until she was accused of
promoting it.
Ryder, like many of the witnesses
defending the texts, said she was worried the
trial -- and the issue of secular humanism -was litle more than an excuse to censor

Colleges as dtverse as Auburn, Utah, Alabama
and even New Mexico Junior College have
announced in recent weeks they will raise their
tuition rates in the middle of the school year.
Jn each of the cases, the colleges said imposing
midyear tuition hikes was the only way they could
cope with midyear budget cuts imposed on them by
their state governments.
The schools fear by waiting until next fall to
increase tuition, some programs and courses could
be severely cut or damaged.
"The problem was a declining revenue from
(state) oil and gas taxation," says Ray
Birmingham, New Mexico Junior College's
spokesman. "It caused a drop in annual revenue of
a half a million dollars."
With less money to spend, the state legislature
told all the state agencies --- including colleges --- it
would have less money to give to them to spend
than originally thought. Such midyear "shortfalls"

Harvard or Stanford, Birmingham admits, but
"increasing tuition in the middle of the year makes
us less and less of an 'open door' institution.
Raising tuition makes us less affordableto lowerincome students.
"But cutting back on programs is the last resort
because people in the community are very hesitant
· Ray Birmingham, spokesman New to see us do that."
For the same reasons, three weeks ago
Mexico Junior College
University of Alabama trustees agreed to boost
spring semester tuition by an average 11.5 percent
have also sent campus presidents in many at the Tuscaloosa branch. It will cost students at
depressed farm and energy states on elaborate the Huntsville and Birmingham branches -·tours to try to forestall cuts in state college operating on a quarter system --- an additional 7. 7
funding.
percent and 12.7 percent, respectively, to enroll
It would not have helped in New Mexico, next term.
Birmingham says. "Raising tuition is a move to
'At the end of the year," explains UA finance
maintain the services we have now."
chief Joseph Dowdle, "we face a 10 percent cut in
In January, tuition will go up $5 per credit hour, new funds and a 4.2 percent · cut through
bringing fees for residents of Lea County to $15 per prorationing. So, we decided to increase tuition
credit hour. Students outside the county will pay midyear to make up for the funding loss.' '
$30 per credit hour and out-of-state students will
For students in Alabama public schools, midyea~
pay $35.
The increase hardly puts NMJC on_ par with
SEE HIKES, PAGE 5

"Raising tuition is a move to
maintain tbe services we have
now."

N!wsclipi~~~~~~~~~~~~~
• AUTHOR'S TALK

Gary Gildner, author of
eight volumes of poetry, two
collections of stories and a
novel, The Second Bridge,
will visit UCF Friday, Nov.
14. Gildner will read from
his work and talk about
writing.
The free reading is part of
the English Department's
Faculty-Student Seminar
Series sponsored by Sigma
Tau Delta.
The presentation begins at
noon in the Board of
Regents room of the Administration Building.
• READY TO RALLY

UCF's Student Government and Athletic Department sponsor a pep rally Frida), NoY. 14. in preparation
for the last home football
game.
The rallv will be held on
the Student Center Green at
11:50 a.m. There will be free

soda and prize giveaways.
More information is
available from Steve Martin
in Student Government.
Call 275-2191.
• CARTOONBUSTER

The eighth annual
Children's Music Workshop
will take place on two Saturdays during November. The
workshop is open to children
6 to 12 years ol~ and is an
alternative to Saturday morning cartoons.
The workshop will be held
Saturday, Nov. 15. and the
following Saturday, Nov. 22,
at 9:30 a.m. in the Education
Building.
Class enrollment is limited
and the application deadline
is ~ov. 10. Registration is
$10 and early registration is
encouraged.
For more information, call
275-2018.

• NO ONE'S PERFECT
The Courage to be Imperfect is a program spon-

sored by the Mental Health
Association. Featuring Faye "'
L. Hobbs, the seminar
begins with registration at 9
a.m. Friday and ends at 3
p.m.
The seminar will be held in
the Expo Centre Hall No.
700 in Orlando.
Cost varies for the
seminar, which is open to
the public. More information
may be obtained by calling
843-1563.
• IRONMAN SPEAKS

Bill Carlson, a remarkable
athlete considering he is
diabetic, will be on campus
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Carlson was diagnosed
with diabetes at age 16 and
had trouble handling the
disease until his decision to
make
the
Ironman
Triathalon in Hawaii his

long term goal.
After months of specialized training, Carlson competed in the event and placed 508th. He has continued
to compete since and
devotes much of his time to
speaking to others about his
accomplishments, and the
possibilitie s for other
diabetics.
Carlson will speak by the
Health and Physics
Building and reflection
pond.

first time the Colorado
Organized Crime Control
Act has been used against a
student organization.

• FRATERNITY SUED

If you or your organization haue information about
upcoming euents or news
about club happenings that
would benefit UCF's faculty
and students, submit the information to Newsclips.
Items must be typed and
turned in at least one week
before publication date. For
more information, call Steue
at 275-2865.

Steven McCauley claims a
University of Colorado Phi
Delta Theta member beat
him after he complained to
police about noise at the
fraternity's house. and
members vandalized his property.
McCauley's suit, which
asks the court to shut down
the frat, is believed to be the

Bill
Warren,
a
photographer for the Colorado Daily, a campus
newspaper, said a Phi Delta
member warned him "this
may be the last picture you
ever take" when he went to
the house to cover the
lawsuit story.

•
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19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT
5TH SESSION

NOVEMBER

MEASUHS IN COMMlnEE

BILI.£
19-06 Funding for the Mini-Baja: This Biii allocates S1250 for materials to bulld the car
for the next mlnl-baja competition (Merr!ll, SP and OAF)
19-10 Funding Improvements to Lake Claire: This Bill allocates $341.86 to refurbish benches at Lake Claire (Schmid, OAF)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-04 Requesting a Test Limit During the Last Week ot aasses and Anals Week: This
Resolution requests that the foctllty give only one test/exam (excluding makeups) during the last two weeks of classes (Philllps/Wendrzyk, SP)
19-05 Recognizing Efforts for Homecoming: This resolution thanks the Homecoming
Director, the Alumni Director, and the Athletic Director for their efforts in
Homecoming (Phillips/Wendrzyk, SP)
19-06 Replace the Flag in Front of the Administration Building: This Resolution requests
that the Administration replace the old American Flag with a new one
(Phllllps/PeHertn, SP)
' THE SENATE VOTED ON
BILLS:
19-07 Revising the Statutes-- Section 305.1: This Bill clarifies what college Senate seat to
which a student may be appointed (Y-22, N-1, PR-6)
19-09 Requiring All Activity and Service Fee-Funded Entities to Provied an Updated
Copy of Guldelines/Conslilulion to Student Government: This Bill requires that
Organizations keep their flies updated in order to continue receiving Activity
and Service Fee Funding (Y-31)
19-11 Revising the Statues- Creating Chpater 201: This Bill more clearly defines a Majority Vote and a Two-thirds Vote (Y-30)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-02 Inviting Administrators to Address the Senate: This Resolution requests that President Colbourn and specified University Officials address the senate concerning
the functions of their divisions CY-31'

SENATE COMMITTEES
OAF
C&O
UR

SP
EA

*

6, 1986

• Sen. Tony Wendrzyk was named as the "Senator or the
Month" ror October.
• The Services and Publicity
Committee was named as the
"Committee of the Month" for
October.
• Sen. Tony Wendrzyk and Sen.
Keith White (alternate) were
elected lo the Clubs &
Organizations Committee.
• Sen. Pat Kelly was elected as
the Senate Representative for
the Student Union Planning
Board.

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Knight's
Den.
STUDENTS
It you have any comments, questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact JJ Mandato at
x2191 or in SC 151.

review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing belore the full Senate. The
following are descriptions, and the time and place for the committee meetings.

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any
legislation requesting funding.
Tuesdays at 1:00 pm
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office supplies/Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Tuesdays at 3:30 pm
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Mondays at 2:00 pm
Services and Publicity: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which delals with Student Government Services and Publicity.
Wednesdays at 7:00 pm
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments, and makes recommendations for changes to the Election Statutes.
Tuesdays at 6:00 pm
All Senate Committees meet in the Senate Wor~ Room (SWR) in the Student Government Wing of the Student Center.

PR-Present (not enough inlormation/unable to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of interest) Y-Yes N-No

- Paid Aduertisment -

ARTS • SCIENCES
August Field
Goll Kendall
Mark Hayes
Bob Truett
Samuel Coniglio
Monica Endsley
Mellssa Pellerin
James Boltaglloll
Ted Bogert
Tabatha Burn
Mark Jackson
BUSINESS
Stephen Phillips
Anthony Morelli
Jeff King
John White
Ken Barr
Patrick Kelly
Adam Barringer
Scott Cory
David Thollander
EDUCATION
Daniel Shepard
Susan Schmid
Ross Wolf
John Rhodes
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
Cindy Deal
William Merrill
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
Brian Thomas
HEALTH
OPEN SEAT
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
Megan O'Neill
AT-LARGE
Roy Reid
BREVARD
Mike Johnson
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Cindy Schmidt
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Discount Movie
Tickets

•
•

at the Kiosk
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General Cinema
+
+

•
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L$3.oo
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i
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:

*Altamonte Mall

:
*Conway
*Northgate
*Orange Blossom

Discount Ticket Services
Area Movie Theatres

"

•

$3.00

Fashion Square/Altamonte Mall
Seminole Plaza/Parkwood Plaza
Colonial Promenade/Conway
Northgate/Orange Blossom

Sea World
Wet'N Wild
Church Street Station
Busch Gardens
East-West Expy Tokens
Disney World (Adult)
Disney World (Child)

It's
JIere
For
You!!!

•

•

•
$13.00
$8.50
$3.75
$13.00
25/$5.00
$21.50
$17.00
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ARE YOU READY
FOR THE HUNT?

Join AD·2 Greater Orlando'• advertising
organization• for young profeulonata
• Meet Industry people
• Leam about advertising
• Become a member and
we'll help you find a Jobi

Where: Citrus Club (CNA Bulldlng,
Downtown)

I

•
•

When: 2nd Thurs. every month
6-7 pm Mingle
7-& pm Program
·For More Info Call: Pat Mcfarland ~-8347

GREATER 001-ANX>

STUDENTS Hoit Price

•
•

THINK YOU'VE RUN OUT
OF TIME? THINK AGAIN.
Student Loans are
Available through·
out the year at the
Navy Orlando Federal
Credit Union

•

..

You are eligible to
apply for a loan if
you or your parents
are active or retired
military or work for
one of our member
companies.
Stop by our East Branch
office location at the
University Center on
Alafaya Trail.

HIKES

But this year, while students aren't
applauding the increases, most understand
the reasons behind the hikes.

FROM PAGE 3
increases are old hat~
In the late seventies and early eighties,
state school suffered four years of
prorationing to help defuse the money
crunch. Midyear tuition increases were
common, Dowdle recalls.
As the other states and their colleges tried
to cope with inflation during the period. they,
too, started doing what what up unitl then
had been unthinkable: raising their rates
between semesters instead of between
academic years.
But the midyear hikes were always
controversial. In some cases, students
protested the increases, In others, state
legislatures stopped the practices.
In 1984, for instance, 16 University of
South Carolina medical students sued the
University for imposing midyear surcharges.
The court made USC return each student's
$215 fee, starting a spate of suits against
coleges for imposing mid-year hikes.
In California, state legislators banned
midyear tuition increases in the UC system
after two years of fee boosts. Lawmakers said
it was "more honest" for the university of
absorb midyear budget cuts than to pass
them along to the students.

Reaction to a 10 percent surcharge on the
University of Utah's tuition - to be divided
between winter and spring quarters - is
mixed, admits Gail Norris, Utah's associate
commissioner for finance.
"The increase is significant to students, of
course, but it comes to about $37 per student
per quarter, so it's really not a large amount
of money. And most students seem to
understand."
"Most students realize the budget
situation and that there's not much we can
do," agrees Gwen Hitchcock, an Auburn
student who'll pay 5 percent more tuition to
enroll for spring term. Out-of-state Auburn
students will pay 38 percent more this
spring.
Hitchcock contends, "The tuition hike last
year had more impact because it was never
explained to us. This time, (the
administration) explained the budget
problem to us in full. And we don't have
much room to complain because for what we
pay we certainly get our money's worth in
quality education."

HELP A FRIEND BREAK
A HABIT ON NOV. 11

__ ,__
NCUA
----···-,_......

G:r

If you have friends who smoke, help them quit during the
Great American Smokeout on November 21. Keep a friend from
smoking for one day, and you may keep a friend for life.

fOllAl NOUSIMQ

LENDER

Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union
3075 Alafaya Trail, Suite 100
University Center, Orlando, FL
(305) 658-9346

•

United Parcel Servicel.,._~~~__.I
Part-Time Positions AvQilable

..

United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay· $8.00 an hour.

..
•

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•
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COLLEGE COMEDY
HOUR
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•

WITH
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•

LSA

BRNBACH :
..

ll

•..

-::pee

AUTHOR OF
:
''THE OFFICIAL PREPPY :
HANDBOOK''
:
••

HOW TO MAKE
COLLEGE THE BEST
DECADE OF YOUR LIFE

••

.•

NOVEMBER 13, SCA 8PM
FREE ADMISSION
_.
Pac is funded tlt.."tmgh tr~activities and service fees C$allocated by tMSttuknt Government oftr.

,
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Our Fishes.
OurScream..

''BEST Chinese Restaurant... ''
"\'bu ve come to the 11ght place for Chmese food If

Ow Lakes.

ROB MORSE, November 1982

the ORLANDO SENTINEL

Fores! Service. US.DA. ra

Take-out
and
Catering
available
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Don't pollute.
~Forest Sernce, u.s.D. A .
-- -.
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CHINA
GARDEN
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Give a hoot.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

the ORLANDO SENTINEL
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P. 0 . Bo• )92' • T•ll•hmtt, Fl 32315-3927
19041 386-5044

Our Tcxoont1WS.

"The dishes I tasted we1e f1eshly p1epa1ed of tende1
meats and b11ght. c11sp vegetables. p1operly
seasoned and of ample p1opot11ons
CHRIS SHERMAN, June 1986
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A Lilt S.•ing Rtmindtr from

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFITT NOW

Our Deserts.

. voted by readers of Central Florida Magazine-1985, 1986

you don r see 1t oo the menu. iJS~ for 11

Seacrist said the simplest
way to eliminate the problem
of ticket writing is to have a
shuttle system. "But who will
finance it and will the
students be willing to pay to
ride it everyday to campus?"

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT!

Our Moumaul5.
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Our RJ\'e"OurA1r

1111·111

Our Plants.
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TICKETS

IVs • VCRs • APPLIANCES • STEREOS • FURNITURE

$15.00 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT

TRADITIONAL CHINESE CUISINE

"THIS COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED FOR DISCOUNT"

671-2120

Major Credit Cards Accepted

next to Jimmy's in

Hwy. 436 and University Blvd.
Winter Park

Alamo Shopping Center
Union Park
(305) 658-6064
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64A.D.EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA

•

FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT
Neros hddlmg around with
bnght ideas wouldn't
have been necessary ~~~
if Bud Light had
been served at all
those toga partJes.
Its the less-fillmg
hght beer With the
hrst name m taste.
So, fnends and
countrymen, bnng

•

•
en.· ;

out your best Serve
Bud Light at your next
toga party. Or ask for it
at your favonte
beeratonum.
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EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
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FROM PAGE 1
books.
None of the professors who
criticized the texts as
humanistic said thev were
themselves particularly
religious. All vehemently
disagree they 're antiintellectual .
Texts today. many argue,
!';imnlv cion't mention the

~

A telephone 11umber, that is. 'Cause lfyou're at work when
t..~e children come home from school, they
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more informati.on
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111

featuring
Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight

"

..

Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available
11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Alafaya Village
Orlando, Fla.

..•

....

.
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so

I

write me. McGru1f the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug

on the right.. Handsome,
huh?) Crime Prevention
Coalition, Dept.. A,

Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

wo0N1r. -

u.. en- Doc

c u11n,,,. MftJ1alnCOouncll. tnc
~ ,. m..ac• tn1m lh•
o-i- .......,,uon Co&ltucm.
11>1' pubUOA1.lo:> and Tho A4 Ccw>Oll

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Earn Extra cash (flexible hours)
while working in a relaxed
business environment.

r!

N

KW'(

basic moral ideas that come
out of religions. They believe
the books should.
It's "unfortunate and
unfair," Baer said.
But others see all the recent
textbook trials as an effort to
impose one religion's point of
view on all students. not to
foster pluralism.
U.S. District Judge W.
Brevard expects to rule on the
case shortly.

t

~ UCF

~

•

281-1864

oll mojorcredit cords

reservations suggested

·$100 - $200 per week
HOURS
M·F 11:00-10 pm
S&S 11:30-lOpm

Call
Orlando Jaycees 843-4810
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PAC TRAK II RoIJI:ALLY!
WHERE:

•
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STARTS AT ADMINISTRATION BUILDING-UCF
FINISHES AT MT. DORA (APPROXIMATELY 100 MILES)

WHEN:

SATURDAY,NOV.22,1986
REGISTRATION: 9:00AM
RALLY SCHOOL: 9:15AM
DRIVER'S MEETING: 9:30AM
FIRST CAR OUT: lO:OlAM

WHAT:

2 PEOPLE PER CAR (NO MORE-NO LESS) A CALCULATOR
(SIMPLE MATHEMATICS) A WATCH THAT DISPLAYS
SECONDS AN ODOMETER THAT DISPLAYS TENTHS.

HOW:

SIGN UP AT STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK, THE
KIOSK, OR THE WILD PIZZA AND PICK UP A COPY OF
THE GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS .

#

•

•..

A ROUTE FOLLOWING THROUGH THE BACK-ROADS
OF THE AREA.

-~

FREE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND GUESTS $2 PER CAR
OTHERWISE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CHRIS AT 365-5639
...

..............................................................................................

~
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Editorial on UCF
sports and Orlando
needs clarification
In the Nov. 4 issue of The Central Florida Future
we ran an editorial titled "Orlando should back
UCF sports program that wiU prosper."
The basic premise of the editorial was that
Orlando is not yet ready for professional sports
and should concentrate on college athletics (as in
UCF) for the time being.
While we still support. that. opinion, we do feel
the editorial had negat.ive connotations about
those in the Orlando business community that
have worked to bring professional sports to
Orlando and have supported the Knights.
Don Dizney is a perfect example. Flop or not, the
USFL and the Renegades were quite a gift to
Orlando.
Few will argue that both the league and the team
are history, but for Orlando, both represented
" ... one brief shining moment..." to rival the
kingdom Camelot of the play quoted.
Orlando, for a while at least, was a truly big city.
For once we didn't have to look to Tampa or Miami
to get a team to cheer for.
Certainly it would be a mistake to degrade
someone for such an action.
To top it all off, Dizney and others too numerous
to mention continued to support UCF, even while
pursuing the professional side of athletics.
Afler reflecting on the article, the editorial board
of the newspaper came to the conclusion that while
the editorial was simply meant to encourage
Orlando to invest in a good thing --- UCF -- it also
effectively slammed those who have worked to
give us professional as well as college sports.
Such implications were wholly unintended and
are not subscribed to bv the editorial board of The
Central Florida Future~
That cleared up, the main point of the editorial
still remains. UCF needs the backing of the
business community as a whole in order to be
successful.
·
Aside from football, all of our athletic teams are
Division I. This is not a glorified junior college
program anymore. UCF is playing with the big
kids now and to compete we need big backing.
Some of our programs are already becoming
powerful, but because they are virtually unknown,
they have been deleted from playoff lists that they
should have been included on.
Prime examples are last year's baseball team,
which won a state record 28 games in a row only to
sit out the series, and this year's women's soccer
team, which ranked eighth nationally and was left
out of the 12-team playoff.
With more support from businesses and the
community we could raise our visibility factor thus
forcing the national committees to pay attention to
us.
Once agam, UCF is here for Orlando and it will
be here tomorrow. There is no need to make a home
team of any kind to cheer for because it's
guaranteed you already have one.

"*ftie Central Florida Rituie
PO eox 25000. 01ordo F• l2816

Editor In Chief
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
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Business Manager
Advertising Manager
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Real reasons Knights came up short
It was almost a Cinderella season for the
Knights. But the clock struck midnight
somewhere in the third quarter of the homecoming
game.
Respect was still within reach, though, when we
almost beat the defending Division I-AA national
champions. But as the old cliche goes, close doesn't
count. Except in...well, you know the story.
I've been involved in some thorough research,
trying to determine why our football team is
becoming known as the "We·almost-did-it
Knights." I uncovered some startling facts. The
blame does not lie with coaches, quarterbacks,
receivers or defense. No, our football team was
victimized and helpless to do anything about it.
Here are the real reasons the football season
turned to pumpkin pie:
The Star Trek Connection. When WCPX
cancelled Star Trek, the Knights didn't have a
chance. I have conclusive and compelling evidence
that shows the number of times Leonard Nimoy
appears on television is directly related to UCF
football performance. (Look for the story soon in
Weekly World News.) My research also hints at a
"Cosby" connection. Facts on that are as yet,
inconclusive.
• The Commie Birthmark. The varying size,
shape and color of that funny blob on Russian boss
Gorbachev's head has an direct effect on the
passing game of Darin Slack and the scrambling

•

•

TIM BALL
The other side of nowhere
I•

..

ability of Tony Lanham. The fact is indisputable.
WWN will have the exclusive. Look for it in your
supermarket.
• The Breakfast Principle. This discovery
makes me feel pretty darn bad. That's because it's
something I did. I found that whenever I run out of
Raisin Bran (Kellogg's), the Knights lose. (My
digestive tract also seems to work very poorly
when I run out of Raisin Bran, but I suppose that's
irrelevant.) I promise, Coach McDowell, next year
I '11 stock up on cereal.
I have a funny feeling the department of
statistics is crying foul at my far-out conclusions.
"How can you say television, a commie and
breakfast cereal affect our football team's
performance?''

•

•

•

•

Well shoot. We have to blame somebody. It's
sure not the football team's fault they're blowing
the big games.

..•
• Tragedy must end
Editor:
As I write this, I am outraged.
One of the most beautiful people I
know here at UCF has been
attacked by some pervert. As this
person was walking to school
down the bike path, she was
molested. He grabbed her and
threw her to the ground.
Fortunately, that is all that
happened. She kicked, screamed
and ran from him. He did not
follow her.
If the attacker is reading this,
God have mercy on you. How can
any person desire to hurt and
abuse someone else like that? I
am extremely mad right now.
There has to be an end to this! It
is absolutely amazing that a
crime like this could actually
happen in broad daylight.
My friend did not report this,
nor should I force her to.
However, it makes me wonder
about how many other women
here at UCF have had the same
horrible experience happen to
them. You never think about

something like this until it hits
home and directly affects you.
Since the time that I wrote the
above words, there have been
three more attacks that I am
directly aware of. These have not
occurred on the bike trail, but
they were in the UCF vicinity. I
don't know what the answer is,
but the problem must be
addressed and confronted by our
community and its leaders.
If this, or a similar situation
has happened to you or any other
women you know of, I want you
to know there is someone to talk
to. The UCF campus is full of
people who really care about you.
UCF has a Counseling and
Testing Center staffed by highly
qualified counselors. They are
there for you, and they will listen
to you. The Counseling and
Testing Center is located in the
Recreational Services Building
adjacent to the swimming pool.
You can contact them at 275-2811
or dial x2811 on campus. You can
talk to a counselor privately, and
everything is confidential.
Some advice for all students is

be very careful. Walk in pairs, or
arrange for a ride. Do not walk
alone, even in broad daylight.
Avoid wooded areas, and stay in
areas where there are other people
around in case you need to call for
help. Do not ride with, nor give
rides to, strangers, regardless of
how friendly they seem.
As a community, we need to
join together and make a
conscious effort to prevent these
incidents from occurring. Keep
your eyes open and if you see
something, don't look the other
way; help or find help.
Perhaps The Central Florida
Future could do research for the
UCF community and give us an
idea where to start. Most likely
we must start with an awareness
of the problem. I am pledging
Student Government support to
help put an end to this crisis any
way possible. I urge The Central
Florida Future, the faculty, staff
and administrators to swiftly
make this a priority.
Steven Cady
Student. Body Vice President.
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by Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD
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by Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD

© 19&4 United Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
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1 Highway
5 Bucket
9 Novelty
12 One opposed
13 Small Island
14 Anger
15 Funeral car
17 The soul
18 Moray
19 - homo
21 Out of date
23 Instructors
27 Marching
cadence: abbr.
28 Angry
29 Edge
31 In music, high
34 Symbol for
nickel
35 Besmirched
38 Faeroe Islands
whlrlwind
39 Sodium chloride
41 Dine
42 Brief

44 Babylonian
deity
46 Cruel
48 Box
51 Debatable
52 That woman
53 French article
55 Worships
59 Hostelry
60 Dry
62 A state
63 Dance step
64 Promontory
65 Act
DOWN
1 Cheer
2 Individual
3 Indonesian
4 Leads
5 Fragment
6 For instance
7 Kind
8Jump
9 Religious
festival
10 War god

11 Erase: printing
16 Plot
20 Printer's error
22 Paid notice
23 Containers
24 Silkworm
25 Cooled lava
26 Title of respect
30 Manner
32 Defeat
33 Golf mounds
36 Organ of
hearing
37 Triangular
40 Becomes aware
43 Concerning
45 Near
47 Frogs
48 Chlsel
49 Rockfish
50 Verve
54 Before
56 Fish eggs
57 Female sheep
58 Mournful
61 Land mass:
abbr.

by Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD
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00«.• Ne. Cll.\.UD FOR P., fAI
Cl\\<.\\' 11,l.L. t W\\le it> VO ro
Keep ti\'{ e-ie ON \He POl\!T
AIJD t'L\. U\1€ .•• BUI WAIT A
5eCONO..!

Solution for Thur~dav·~ p11ul<' 0 11 paf:P 8.

Come see me for your transportation
needs at SUN STATE FORD
..

'

JORGE
MAGLUTA
#66
Customer
satisfaction
is job # 11

GRADUATE
FALL '85

~~SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
~--=--.i

..

WITH UCF l.D.

3535 W. -Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32858
(305) 299·5900

..

GREEK CORNll

Female mYnOI~ bedim. IOtcher\

GOVERNME"IT HOMES l!om SI (U repair)

fAST TYl'INO SlRVICI

Joundr(. lomi\I rm lltolitles Jnc~ PnYocy
S230 00 mth 679-7575

DeliQuenl tax property ~Col
1-805-687-6000 Ext GK-4628 for C\.flenf
repo Isl

SERVICES

Hondo Elite 80, Red 1985 Model cou Karen
65M618

ww r"1ICMI Jeod YOCols flam OtYf slereo
and repoduCe on tape colt IOI lrlormotlon

Quick ProleniOnol Se<vlees Aft WOik
prepared on oommerClol word piocfilOll
for etTor tree neolnll$$. we use ISM ~
ment Letter QUOWty printer not dot-motrtx
Free rough dtalts and revisions. Sarne day,

1 Female roarrvnote wonted.non llTIOkerUCf oreo-2 bedrm. 2 tUI botM~ renl &.

l'I leto 'hi
Welcome bock fl l'Nal Whal a labUaus
weekencU Liz and Andrea-Gleat Par1yt

utli'- 281-0746

Sigma Alpha lpallon
Goad job pledges Vo.JI almall " - u Iii'
hOj)e ycu hOd "" last .......
Glod you're bock Glckmonl
Pledges get psyched lot l'ti ~ . . . .
lave our nelQtlbols KDt

CLUllNFO

671-3007

vw Rabtllt. 81 Diesel. Stereo and tape deck.
O'C 38000 easy tnleS. $2195. Prol Connoll'(.
x5075

ruroer 671-7293

FEMAl.E..shcn house with terne lease nol
washer. J)M both Pet,l tid ok.
s2201mo. &. x ut• 282-361 4 -

273-0777

lloorMlale wonted Jo shore 3bdl!Tl hm In
Alofayo Woads 150/m 365-1501

331-0364

I

FOR RENT

Athlellc FocUlty. Coll 275-7829 or 275-4174
lormore lnlo.

S.T.R.A.T.A.
Ev~ welcome cl the Knlghrs OJI Pub
party at 7 00 pm on Nov 16111. M membefs
mol<e SU'e ycu attend the men'bet's picnic
at lake Clote on the some day (Nov 16) at
12.-00 noon.

2 good tlekets.Jmmy Met &. Card lleelEK
B<n!'Doytono Bell Ocean Centr this Sot,
Nov 151Doy 273-2300 xl94 Nile .
658- I 828 Ask lot Levi/Isl COME
ICOllG Poty-800 Prog synthesizer wtth
Fender >MP. Cosio slond &. all hookups
S800.00 vdue asking 5600.00 coll Ronnie 277-9063

Duplex Renl-2bdl1Tl 2 blhl!Tl I yroldwosher·
dlyet dlshwosller mini-vertical blinds close
10 UCF 390 mo con
290-0911 After 6P
862-3188

HeOllll Otoar trot IOI i

STUDENT LOANS S2500/S5000 273-3263
Al oges. No credit Insured plans.

WANT IXTRA INCOME?
How to slort and operate you own profitable busineSS at home Free deloits. M. P
Associates PO 8ox 4636 S. Daytona. Fl
32021

HELP WANTED

3bf condo TuskowUlo W/d Include$ di tum
550 or 500 umm oval Jon 87 cdl Jess or

Riek 365-6368
MOD8.S • Cameo Agency; OON screefWlo;
exp. or lnex.p.; catalogs. magazines,
Broctues; SSO.S75/IV.
629-0627

Duplex Apl 2br 2bolh, garage
OrongeJHolden Ave. areo. all oppllonces,
many extras. 5450/mo 273-9109

TYPISTS

MALE: 25, lnfelllgent, humorous, oflec·

,.

'

Apts 16 3730 Aloloyo Ol1ondo. Fl 32826 or
277-0052

College students Int-Jed Jn eonToo o
ITM spring bfeok In the Bohomos7 Col

'

4

FOR SALE ·

Pop.whol a chest Wowt • lRM

PllOfESSJONAl TVP1NG

CDC love endures! l4J.CNC

• One mile from UCf compu$ •
Al types ol aludent doa.menls. Some day
seMc:e ovOlloble IBM teller quoity word
processing
Fosl • Prolesslonal • Acculote
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

mv

AIS PROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE

3000 GOVERNMENI JOBS list. S16,040 •
S59,230/ 9r.
Now
hiring .
Coll
1-805-687-0000 Ext. 11-4628

Wrtte, edit, type end print
RESUMES. LETIERS, MANUSClllPTS, ETC.
2 blks wesl ol Altomonle Molt on SR436
at Hottowoy Drive. Coit 260-0550.
l<>'o discount with this ed.

locol Truck dnver, port time, hours lleldble
oround your schedule. neor campus.
365-3126 7o.m.. 5p.m.

Excellent typing 'word processlng Editing.
tecMicol tonguoges. Neer Eos1-Westl436.
273-7591

AAA SHOW 'N TUl·A-ORAMS

TYPING - Don't soc:rtflce the personal

Wonled: Attroctlve females tor singing
Jelegroms and balloon delivery. Energetic,
outgoing personotlllesl Excellent pay, flexible heurs. Ask tor Chuck at 291-2484.

touch! 21 yrs experience Perfechon ITTf
speclotty lhesls eJCper1 con Susie 273-2300
dayS 64 7-445 t fNes

682-4088
82 Hondo Nighthawk. VERY CLEAN 8k miles.
soddlebogs. Shoel heme! MUSI SEU. best
otter. col Jett at 277-8889 evenmgs ro
281-5601 days
1972 DolSU'l 200 Gleen good condition
S500 275-2243 or 281-3706

Clv1S, I wonl It boclcl .fol
Jodi Glaser-your spas soys hill

Studenls needed to clean homes. Hours to
fit schedUle. Coll 699-1636.

Diamonds. emerokls. jewelery, elc. 01 a
whole sole price. coll ofter ltOO p.m.

Ro ommate needed-S150 For own
bedroom • wiltiin one mite ol UCF • remote
°'er 20 prelened • nonsmoker • coll
273-8676 . (ofter 6 best)

j=

tlonote, wishes to spend lime with o cortno
woman. Wrtfe to Ardy fol.llfoln Woodside

!WING. Fast, occurole. reasonable Close lo
campus. Coll Berny 282-4168

Typing Services In
home Reasonable.
Col IMh lllchords. 894-7169.

Gel weeltl

ROOMMATES

PERSONALS

Coupus TOI.A Inc ct (305) 523-TOUR.

oavs

SWAT
Nexl tMelinQ- I 1/13 Thurs 4pm Hetenl Super
Job on the blottllon-keep It up. Moke one
smoll change to Improve your Jllestyle &. Jell
us about It Thurs. Keep up your hug lheropyt

cenira Florldo Women's

IC.M...fo..nd J.M.~ 21st!

Room lot rent.Geneva own both mlctOwove
4yr old home 15 country miles from UCF 260
monlhly 70 weekly pays au pets Ok ph
349.9392

!he Fellowshlp o1 CtmtJon Athletes Invites
you to join us on Thurs a t 6:45 pm In lhe new

RESlMS ANO COVEil liTIER$
Designed ~typed. 657-0079

lutor: SporllSI\ - a yeorJ experlenee. al
levels phone 682~088

"BROTHEi!" electric.correcting typewriter.
S60.00 obo. Plastic porsontype 5-lfNel
boolc.sheJves. S5 00. folding solid woad
desk chair with custom boci<lseol pods.
S7.50 Geneva 277·3039 onllme (machine)

longwOOd areo Mu$1 be peJ lever. Rent
S200 &. X utiNtles Coll otter 6 30 pm

Student Personnel Auoc:lotton
!he Student Personnet Association w'I holle
o tMellng on Wednesday, Ncl\lembel 12 cl
'4p.m. In l'hllllps Hal 226 Come Jo Jeorn
more oboul wllat G.PA Is oil oboull

ABORllON SEll'lllCES. '*111 control Jnlormo.
lion. pregnancy Jests and e«nselJnO. VD
~ Jaw COii, corhMlntiol seMces
and general~ 898-0921

DolU'I 200sx 81 5 speed, Oii, al power,
gray lnl ext. lobttc Int 76k ml 5"000 Col

reqd

]

College o.tnocrvta
Men'bef1hlp open Jo all sludenls MeellnQ$
are he4d fNfKY Wed. In Sludent Center room
21'4 cl 6PITL Need more lnlo. please leave
messooe on recorder by coling 275-4394.

Over 13.000 sotlstled students con

632~088

URGENT. lemole roorrmote wcnled Jo shore
a 3 bedroom house on d 1.Wveqity Ftom
Dec:emb« to Moy Col. iea.. nane &.

•

weellend and overnighl serviCe <Mlllobte.

••

PlonMCI Lond uae?
You know who to keep In mind I~

and/ct another Jemparay use b
orOer

fNet

•

Jn

The O'lcUleu

.s.

.,

mv

P I'd Change
race and stwttt a lilfle wt
lhougbt that would help, but I think you
just kidding.

-e

mv

To
not so beoutttul glrtlrlend,
Your dimer was so good lhal I decided
hove It Jwlce Once going down end once
going up. t llOl)e lhot t con treot ycu to din.
ner sometime end help you get to know our
lillte porcelOn friend Hove a greet dayl
1W Peffecf

•

To oJJ mv tNends in the friQld North. and Mom
and Dad too How's the weather? 90 and

SUIVlY here with OIYv a slight chance d
snow Con'I wot lo freeze cl Ovislmos and
do some water skllnQ on snow See ycu

a

loYe,
5.P

•

I~-----------------------------------------------------~---------------1
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
I
I

CLASSIFICATION

Insertion dates: - - - - - - - -

0 ROOMMATES 0 FOR RENT
0 FOR SALE
0 HELP WANTED
0 TYPISTS
0 SERVICES
·o PERSONALS

$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses
(Boldface extra)
PREPAYMENT ONLY

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
1

•

"'I

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The
Central Rorida Future Classifieds, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or sfop by The
Central Rorida Fl.tture Business office. Prepay·
ment is required. The deadline for Tuesday's
paper is 1:00 the Friday prior to publication. and
for Thursday's paper 11:00 t-he Tuesday prior w
publicat.ion. If you have any questions or com·
ment.s, call Mike at 275-2601

•

•

Name and address:

2

3
4

5

•

Phone:

•

---------------------------~---------------------~------------------~

----------------------------------------,
Subscription Form
t'

Subscribe Now!

I
I
I'·

Name and address:

r
I
l•.

To The Central Florida Future
New discounted Fall ratesl
New Rates
Full Year: S16.00 (Save S3.00)
Fall Semester: S6.00
Spring Semester: S8.00
Summer Semester: SS.00

--------Amount enclosed: _____
Full Year (S16.00)
Fall Semester (S6.00)
Spring Semester (S8.00)
Summer Semester ($5.00)

~

Send t0:
I
The Central Florida Future
I
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
t
Orlando, FL 32816
I

Moh cMt:lu poyabk to TM Cnitral F1.urid.a Putun
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I FOOTBALL

TEST
YOUR
SKILL.

•

FROM PAGE 16

I

•

•

••

and-ten, the Eagles were called for illegal
procedure moving the ball back to the 22.
The UCF defense, led by Wyatt Bogan who
had 15 tackles in the game, then shut down
the Ham.bone, forcing GSU to go for the field
goal. In the first half, Eagles kicker Tim
Foley was blocked on his first attempt of the
night by UCF's Corris Ervin. This time,
however, he was good on his kick putting
Georgia Southern up 23·17.
On UCF's next drive, with 8:53 left in the
fourth quarter, Lanham was intercepted for
the second time in the game. Both of his
interceptions were thrown within the Eagles'
35 yardline. The Eagles, keyed by 46 yards
passing by Ham, moved the ball to the UCF
7.
But, the Knight's defense stopped GSU
again forcing them to kick the field goal. The
added three points put the Eagles up 26·17.
After shutting down the UCF offense, the

Eagles scored again on a 45-yard pass from
Ham to Tony Belser.
The Knights added one more touchdown to
their score with an S..yard pass from Lanham
to Neil Beasley. The two point conversion
failed leaving UCF with a 33·23 loss.
UCF Head Coach Gene McDowell put most
of the blame for the loss on one aspect of the
game: "We couldn't put the ball in the
endzone at the end of the game."
McDowell added, "Georgia Southern has a
real good chance of winning the
championship again."
Two bright spots
emerged from the game for UCF, with Keith
Evans and Elgin Davis each setting school
records.
Davis, who needed 16 yards to surpass the
2,000 career rushing yards, was the Knight's
leading ground gainer in the game with 74.
He now has 2,058 yards, better than any
other Knight in UCF history.
Sophomore Keith Evans intercepted Ham
once Saturday giving him eight for the year
breaking former Knight Bill Giovanetti's
record of seven. Evans is also ranked third in
the nation for interceptions in Division II.

IT'S A MATTER OF PRIDE!

"•

\Near The Camouflage Uniform
Of The A1T:..y National Guard!
Ifs a Part-Time job

•

With Full-Time PRIDE!

QUITTING. IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

Coll i'our Guard Armo;·y Today

Orl-800-342-6528

~ -------------------------------------------'-------------------------------------------~i

Don't Rent!

...

•
•

..

..
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..

Own Your Own!

•\

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail

_iJ;es

ceilings
lJ~~fed
Open, Spacious plan
Large master bedroom suite

Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share ex·
penses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
e\'eryone and you'll want one
too!

cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

No Closing Costs.

Purchase Price
Includes:
0 Refrigerator

Furnished model open daily
Mon.-Sat. 1OAM · 6PM.
sun.12noon-6PM.

*
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FOX Hunt Lanes

0 Washer and Dryer

o Blinds
oPaddleFans

Sale price S53,900, $2,700 down. $51,200 mortgage, 7% AR.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13%
Adjusted to 1..year T-Blll. A.P.R. 8% or Low Fixed Rates.

VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 15

Savage ended the game with
12 assists.
The solid all-around
defensive play of Gass helped
the Lady Knights to the
victory in the second game.
Gass finished with five of the
team'sl9digsandaddedfour
blocks.
Alvarez added three digs,
and Hart contributed two
blocks to aid the ladies.
Offensively, Clarke and
Hart had a combined 10 kills
for UCF, six and four,
respectively. Savage finished
with 14 assists in the second
game.
The third game was a
typical one for the Lady
Knights, as they let up a bit ,
and let TU back in the match.
Despite the 3·for-3 hitting of
Kim Porter, and four digs
apiece by Cromer, Savage and
Alvarez, the ladies could not
stop the hitting of the Lady
Owls.
With the momentum in
their favor, TU won the
fourth game, despite an
incredible 25 digs by the UCF
defense. Hart played a fine
all-around game and led the
Lady Knights with seven
digs, four kills and one ace,
while Cromer added five digs,
three kills and three blocks.
Savage contributed four
digs, along with Alvarez, and
10 assists. Gass, meanwhile,
collected two digs and three
kills.
But, the Lady Knights fell
apart in the fifth game,
getting only two kills, one by
Savage, and the other by
Cromer. Alvarez added three
digs for the UCF defense.
On Saturday, the Lady
Knights took on Auburn and
lost another five-game
heartbreaker, as the Lady
War Eagles clawed their way
to a 13·15, 9· 15, 15·8, 15·10
and 14·16 victory. In the first
contest. UCF stated close
thanks to Cramer's seven
kills and Clarke's four.
Savage ended the game with
15 assists.
Cromer also added two
digs, along with Alvarez,
while Gass contributed two
blocks.
AU jumped out to quick
lead in the second game, and
UCF could not catch up.
Despite the efforts of Clarke
(three kills, one ace), Savage
(seven assists, one block) and
Alvarez (three digs, one ace),
the Lady War Eagles held on
to win.

"•
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CORNER

the gap is closing between us
and a I-AA power like GSU.
Our program is continuing to
make progress.
Saturday's final game with
Samford should be exciting.
If we play well, we should win
and climax a winning season.
I hope you'll be there to cheer
us on to victory.

FROM PAGE 16

So how come we lost? Ham
was magnificent.
He was the difference. With
another quarterback in there,
we would have won.
We proved, however, that

•

Runyourown

companyat 26.

I

We're looking for a few good college srudents and graduates who
can fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tall order
It means leading other Marines Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no ci\ilian job offers \OU at 26.
lfyou think you·re a real company man. see your 1a
.\1arine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details th'"?. . ,_

,

"~

1-800-423-2600.

••

••

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102

•

6 Ml. East ot Alataya Tr. 1 Ml. West ot Speedworld

I

j

USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
s12 to s20 235/ 75815" 549 95
14"
Sl4 to S20 195 75814" 540.95
15"
SIS to S20 185 80013" S3595

•"

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

Marines
Jfeielooking for afew goodmen.

HEADS ,

EAST

See Capt. Wilson and MGySgt. Slocumb Nov. 13 at the Knight's Den
or call 1-800-432-2061.

hairstyling
Precision Style Cut - $9.00
Mon. - Thurs.
9:00am-8:00pm

HOURS
Fri. - Sol.
9 OOam-S:OOpm

SUN.
1:00pm·5:00pm

•

10661 E. Colonial Dr.
Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park
282-1754 Walk-Ins Welcome

"A DIVINE COMEDY FOR THE '80s.
IT'S HARD NOT TO HAVE A LOT
OF FUN WATCHING THIS MOVIE.
IT'S GORGEOUS TO LOOK AT,
ATRIUMPH OF CRAn AND
AUDACITY:'
- TIME, Richard Corliss

"The year's most original movie ! An ambitious
film ...'True Stories' is David Byrne's funny,
worried, loving celebration of a
disoriented America :·
- NEWSWEEK, Jock Kroll

"Hilarious! One of the wildest,
weirdest pick-me-ups of
the year!"
~

•
•

- PEOPLE, Peter Travers
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The pregnancy test for your
eyes only. ~~--e.nt
you
..__t:
P.ilus
GENERAL CINEMA

FASHION
SQUARE
3201 E. COLONIAL
896-2571

NOW SHOWING
EXCLUSIVELY

1:30 3:30 5:30 7:45 9:50

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus"'
can tell
If you're pregnant In as fa.st as •
10 minutes. You can use it as soon as one day - ~
after a m~ period. And e.p.t. Ptus has
£;11ly Pf"9nanct'les1
.
proven 99% accurate In lab tests. e.p.t. Ptus, .• • • • ..,,.:.....
, - t0"1!Mft[!I
1TUTlllT
a fast and easy~ to know for sure.
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Knights lose to
Aussies in OT
by Todd Lutz
SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Knights played well but were defeated four times in
: the South Florida Tournament.

ladies ran out of steam after
the first four games, and just
could not keep up with the
FROM PAGE 16
powerful JMU hitters.
After the grueling fivehilting of Melanie Clarke and" game loss to JMU. the Lady
Mary Cromer, who combined Knights were thumped by the
for eight kills. Jill Savage had Lady Hoyas 7-15, 4-15 and
7-15. The first game started
nine assists for UCF.
Defensively. the Lady off with GU grabbing the
Knights were anchored by first eight points, as they
Savage and Alina Alvarez took advantage of the tired
with three digs apiece, while Lady Knights defense. The
Kim Gass ended the game rest of the game was
immaterial.
with two solo blocks.
The second and third games
JMU came back strong in
the second game, as they won were marred by a total of 15
the first six points. Despite receiving errors by the UCF
the strong efforts of Cromer squad. The solid hitting of
and Clarke, three kills each, Clarke, who had five kills in
Gass (three blocks) and the two games, and the fine
Savage and Alvarez (three defense of Alvarez (five digs)
digs apiece). JMU ended up could not make up for the
quick points won by the Lady
with the win.
The third contest was even Hoyas.
The Lady Knights seemed
throughout the entire game.
With the help of Tracy Hart's to find a second wind early in
four kills and Savage's five their third match, winning
digs, the Lady Knights the first two games 15-12 and
16-14, but they eventually
almost pulled it out.
The Lady Knights defense lost the final three games
was the key to the victory in 7-15, 11-15 and 2-15. The
the fourth game, as they defense was the key
collected 18 digs. Leading the throughout this match
ladies was Alvarez with six, against Temple. In the first
followed by Savage and game, UCF ended up with 17
digs, led by Savage's six and
Cromer with three.
Clarke led the ladies Alvarez's four.
Clarke and Gass were the
offensively with three kills.
while Savage finished with top hitters for the ladies, as
they ended up with five kills
five assists.
The final game was a slow and four kills, respectively.
one for the Lady Knights, as
SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 13
JMU took a quick lead. The
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The UCF men's basketball team kicked off
its '86-'87 season with a 90-80 exhibition loss
and a few unanswered questions.
The team hosted the Brisbane Bullets, a
professional team from Australia. The
Bullets, coached by Brian Kerle, won the
Aussie pro league last year.
The Knights return four starters from last
year's squad: guards Faronte Roberson, Pat
Crocklin and Cummings J acobs and center
Tony Marini. Only Roberson and Marini
started the Sunday game.
UCF coach Phil Carter added junior
transfer s Kenny McGee a nd Bryant
Woodford and John Friday, a former Knight
basketball player from two years ago, to the
starting squad.
Carter still isn't sure who the starters will
finally be when t he actual season starts
November 28. He said, "Who's going to play
when is determined every day." Carter added
that he's still looking for a group that can
click together.
The team is also looking for an inside game.
The Knights were repeatedly stopped in the
middle by the taller Bullets At 6-8, UCF
center Tony Marini will find it rough going
against the 6-10 plus centers he'll be matched
uo against.
The Knights found themselves trailing,
77-71, with only 3:41 left in the game. They
pulled to within four when Tony Marini
scored inside.
The Bullets, in a "four corners" offense,
were trying to slow the game down and run
time off the clock.
But Brisbane's Leroy Loggins was called
for walking. UCF's Pat Crocklin then drove
to the hoop and scored on a driving jumpshot
making the score 77-75.
Brisbane, still in the stall offense, got the
ball inside to Robert Sibley who scored and
was fouled by Crocklin. Sibley missed the
free throw. 80-75 Bullets.
With :40 seconds left, Bryant Woodford hit
a three-point shot from the top of the key
pulling the Knights to within two.
A turnover by the Bullets gave the ball
back to UCF. Kenny McGee inbounded the
ball to Marini who passed it to Woodford.
Woodford then launched an air-ball, missing
everything on his three-point attempt.
But McGee was there for the save and
passed the ball back out. Faronte Roberson
drove to the basket and dumped the ball to
McGee who layed it in to tie the score at 80 .
Brisbane's Emory Atkinson missed a lastsecond jumpshot and the game went into
overtime

RUNNERS
FROM PAGE 16

the 3.1 mile course in 20:52,
placing third for UCF.
Houser placed fourth with a
time of 21:11 and Gaskill
placed 6th with a time of

Joe Welnstetn/Coolrol FIOlldo Future

No. l 0, Faronte Roberson led UCF in scoring
aga inst the Brisbane Bullets with 24 points.

But, UCF was held scoreless in the
overtime period and the Bullets went on to
win 90·80.
The Knights started the game sluggishly,
but found a hot hand in Roberson. The jumpshooting guard had 13 points in the first 11
minutes of play, but was shut down the
remainder of the first half. He finished the
game with 24 points on 11 for 15 shooting.
Brisbane was led by Loggins with 29 points
and Atkinson, who came in off the bench to
score 20. The pair were more than the
Knights could handle inside.
The Knights kept the game close
throughout the first half, pulling to within
one point on a Tony Marini free throw.
But the Bullets, behind the inside muscle of
6-10 center John Dorge and Atkinson, ran
their lead to nine points, leaving the half time
score 44-36 in favor of the Bullets.
Brisbane remained in command
throughout most of the second half, pushing
their lead to 11 at the 10:27 mark.
Carter said: "I don't feel badly about our
showing. We've only had 20 practices and
they've just finished a whole season. I was
surprised that we didn't score a little better."

21:39.
Georgia State won the
tournament with the low
score of 28 points. UCF had
60. Georgia Southern placed
third with 69. Florida A & M
came in fourth with 81 and
Mercer came in fifth with 157
points. Stetson had no team
score.

Other UCF runners were
Laurie Hayden, placing 23d
with a time of 24:51 and
Sandy Carter placing 24th
with a time of 25:11. Hayden
and Carter are both members
of the soccer team. They were
helping the Cross Country
team out with their need for
runners.

.

WITH SELECTIVE SERVICE

·In memor of all the trees who died in vain.
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•
•
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8th·ranked Eagles stop Knights
Ham lives up to
star billing
by Todd Lutz

Just as we thought, Tracy
Ham was difficult to stop. I
thought our defense did a
pretty good job in containing
him. Only one team, the
University of Florida, held
the Eagles to fewer points.
We played with great
intensity and pretty heads·
up, most of the time.
Steve Dovale, Defensive
Player of the Week, bounded
Ham all night. He came up
with 6 tackles, two assists
and one sack.
Joe Welnsleln/Cenlrol Florido Fulure
Our offense didn't do as
Bernard Ford dives for a catch in the endzone Saturday night. Ford almost came Uf:.
well
as they are capable of.
with a spectacular grab, but lost the ball when he hit the ground. He was hurt on the
We moved the ball well but
play.
two penalties and and a pair
a 7·yard gain.
of interceptions in key
A clipping penalty against UCF,
situations were very costly.
however, moved the ball back to the
We could have won if we
25. UCF quarterback Tony Lanham
had played a little bit better
then completed a 9-yard pass to Ted
but I was proud of our
Wilson, moving the ball to the 16.
determination and intensity.
But, on second-and-nine, Wilson
Our Offensive Player of the
fumbled the ball on a reverse and then
Game was Ted Wilson. He
recovered it for an eight-yard loss.
carried the ball five times on
Wilson carried the ball 5 times for 50
our new reverse play for 50
yards and completed a pass for 31
yards and he completed a
yards on the Knight's newly
pass off the same reverse to
incorporated reverse.
Arnell Spencer for 31 yards.
The third quarter ended with the
He also caught five passes for
next play, a 9-yard completion to
57 yards.
Wilson (five catches for 57 yards),
Elgin Davis and Aaron
from Lanham on third-and-seventeen,
Sam played great games. Our
moving the ball to the GSU 15
offensive line blocked very
yardline.
well.
UCF opened the fourth period with
Our entire punt team gets
a 32-yard field goal by Eddie O'Brien,
the special teams award. Jim
his sole three-pointer of the game.
Hogan twice pinned Georgia
The Knights then trailed by only
Southern within their 2-yard
three, 20-17.
line. Hogan will accept the
A clipping penalty against GSU on
award for the punt team. Our
the ensuing kickoff put the ball on the
kickoff coverage was also the
Joe Weinstein/Central Aorldo Future
Eagles 18. From there they marched
best of the year.
to the Knights' 17 yardline. On first· The QB controversy still rages on. Both Slack
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 13

and Lanham will probably graduate without
ever knowing who the real starting QB is.

Ladies lose
four in Tampa
tourney

SEE CORNER, PAGE 14

Runners 2nd
in NSWAC

by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTRE

SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 15
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Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite playing three
excellent matches this
weekend, the Lady Knights
volleyball team lost four
times in the South Florida
Tournament.
UCF, now 10·20, lost to
James Madison, Temple and
Georgetown on Friday. and
fell to Auburn on Saturday.
JMU was the first test for
the Lady Knights. and UCF
came up a bit short, losing
16·14, 10·15, 14·16, 15-13 and
4·15. In the first game, the
ladies jumped out to a 12·2
lead. and held on for the
victory. They were led by the

•,.

Head Football Coach Gene ..
McDowell will be finishing •
out his weekly column in next
Tuesday's issue of The
Central Florida Future. ll'e "
appreciate him taking time to
give us his thoughts 011 the
irames.

SPORTS EDITOR

The blowout never happened
Saturday night.
Heavily favored Georgia Southern
University, ranked eighth in Division
I-AA, was supposed to give the UCF
Knights one of their worst losses of
the year.
Instead, the Knights played three
quarters of solid football and trailed
by only six heading into the fourth
period.
GSU Head Coach Erk Russell, who
has a 40-15·1 record with the Eagles,
described the game better than
anyone: "We're lucky to get out of
here alive."
As well as the Knights played, they
were still overshadowed by the
performance of GSU quarterback
Eric Ham, the namesake of the GSU
"Hambone I" offense. Ham
completed 11 of 22 passes for 267
yards and two touchdowns. But most
importantly, the UCF defense never
recorded a sack against him.
Ham also rushed 22 times for 60
yards. All total, Ham accounted for
327 of the Eagles 54 7 yards of
offense.
Russell said of his prize player, " I
believe the pros would be making a
big mistake it they don't seriously
look at Tracy Ham."
After playing to a 14-14 halftime
tie, the Eagles scored first in the
second half on a Gerald Harris 1·yard
touchdown run with 8:35 to go. The
drive took six plays and covered 60
yards. The extra point made the score
20-14, GSU. They never relinquished
the lead.
The Knights continually tried to
come back throughout the rest of the
game. With 3:18 left in the third
period, the Knights put together a
drive that carried them from their
own 44 to the GSU 16. But on first·
and-ten from the Eagles 17, Aaron
Sam, who had 62 rushing yards in the
game, carried for what appeared to be

COACHES
CORNER

•,,

The women's cross country team placed second in the New South Women's Athletic
Conference meet Saturday. Georgia State won the meet. Rose Vuoso, Julie Houser
and Cindy Gaskill were awarded All-Conference honors.

•'

The UCF women's cross
country team placed second
at the six team New South •
Women's Athletic Conference
tournament held at UCF on
Saturday.
.,
UCF runners Rose Vuoso,
Julie Houser and Cindy
Gaskill gained All-Conference ..
honors.
Vuoso placed third behind
two runners from Georgia
State, who won the
tournament.
Georgia State's Terri
Morrison and Laura Smith
placed first and second ~
respectively in the the
tournament with a time of
19:11 and 20:45. Vuoso ran •
SEE RUNNERS, PAGE 15
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